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Noise Diode Stability Measurements Using a 4.3 GHz Laboratory Radiometer

M. Schemer and R.W. Lawrence

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA

ABSTRACT

The need for passive microwave radiometry using aperture synthesis and phased

arrays for large apertures requiring more stability has generated several studies _. The in

flight calibration and therefore the stability of such systems is an important design

consideration. A 4.3 GHz laboratory radiometer operating in a balanced Dicke mode has

been developed for making precise brightness (noise) temperature measurements. The

stability of the noise diode source used in the noise-injection loop is of interest. A

statistical Allan variance method to characterize the stability of the radiometer and the

noise diode is presented in this paper. Noise measurements which demonstrate this

approach are also included.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The heart of the measurement system is a 4.3 GHz laboratory noise-injected

radiometer which has an aluminum chassis enclosure with a heat sink to provide a low

noise, temperature stable environment. A proportional temperature controller maintains

the enclosure to 40.0 + 1° C. Using calibrated RTD's (Resistive Thermal Devices) a data

acquisition system monitors the internal temperature of the main assembly. The

radiometer itself is controlled by a digital computer which also stores data. The noise

injection switch is driven by the noise injection switch signal generated by the computer

which sets the width of the noise injection pulse. The stored data represents the pulse

width of the noise added to the antenna signal so that the zero or null output condition for

the noise-injection loop is met. After a calibration is made with noise standards, a

brightness temperature can be calculated from the data.

A noise diode fixture was developed for measuring a noise diode identical to the one

found in the radiometer and can be seen in figure 1. The intent of these tests was to

estimate the stability of the noise power at the output of the directional coupler. The PIN



diodeswitchin thefixture allowedthenoisediodeoutputto becomparedto thenoise
from theresistivetermination. For radiometricpurposestheradiometerinputor thetotal
noisepowerout of thedirectionalcouplerhadto belessthanthenoisepowerfrom the
referenceterminationwithin theradiometer.SincethenoisediodeusedhadanENRof
30.59dB at4.3 GHz,a30dB directionalcoupleranda3 dB attenuatorwereaddedfor
attenuationandto avoidsaturatingthe frontendof theradiometer.Theattenuation
providedby thedirectionalcouplerdid notgenerateundesirablenoise,characteristicof
attenuators.With a cryogeniccold load attachedto oneport, thedirectionalcoupler
loweredthenoiselevel of thediodebelowthereferencetemperatureof theradiometer.A
PIN diodeswitchwasusedto switchbetweenthenoisediodeanda50ohmreference
terminationandanisolatorwasaddedin linewith thediodeto compensatefor any
mismatchesthat wouldoccurwhenthe switchwasactive. All thesedeviceswere
mountedonanaluminumslabandenclosed.A proportionaltemperaturecontrollerwas
usedto maintainthetemperatureof thenoisediodefixture. Testsnormallyranover24
hoursandthecryogenicloadhadto be replenishedeveryhourwith liquid nitrogen.

STABILITY MEASUREMENT USING ALLAN VARIANCE

The stability of the noise diode was measured by comparing the excess noise level of

the diode to the noise level of the 50 ohm termination. Since the noise we are measuring

is from both the noise diode and the cryoload we must first correct for any variation in the

noise power from the cryoload. This was done by continuously changing the switch

position between the two devices every 8 seconds while making a radiometric

measurement every second. By doing this the diode was essentially being turned on and

off depending on the switch position. The measured noise with the diode off was then

subtracted from the diode on data to remove any variation in the cryoload output.

The Allan variance has been used to investigate the stability of microwave noise

sources in the past _. Not only does it have the ability to quantify instabilities in sources

but it also can identify the instabilities as being flicker or l/f, random walk, or white

noise. Consider the noise diode fixture in figure 1 and the two outputs for switch

positions Yl(t) and y2(t) respectively. Define an average Yk

where

Yk = - y(t)dt ,

r is the integration time.

(1)
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Then let the variance

D

(2)

where

-- 1

Yk = _(Yk + Yk+,)" (3)

2

The Allan variance is the expected value of O'y. (r) and can be written as

(4)

2 1 '_"_k.t-S-l f

< O'y (N, r) > _ 2-,.=k 'Y. -Yk)2 (4)
N-1

where the brackets < > represent the ensemble average and N is the number of

measurements 3. By calculating the Allan variance for different integration times and

plotting the results, different noise processes can be identified. For white noise the Allan
2 -1 0

variance O"y has a _- dependence, for flicker or l/f noise there is a T dependence,

and for random walk noise there is a r dependence.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section results of the noise diode measurements system will be presented using

the 4.3 GHz laboratory radiometer. The stability of the noise diode and the radiometer

measurement system was investigated. Data was collected for each switch position every

second while the switch was switching every 8 seconds. The brightness temperature of

the terminated measurement system, that is the noise from the 50 ohm termination held at

40 ° C and the measurement system was recorded. In addition y2(t), the brightness

temperature of the noise diode plus the measurement system was also recorded. With

data for both switch positions the noise contribution for the radiometer measurement

system was eliminated by subtracting the noise measurements for the two switch

positions y_(t)-y2(t). It was assumed that the variations in the measurement systems were

slower than the switch rate of 8 seconds. Brightness temperature data was averaged for



approximatelyeveryminuteandshownin figure2 is thetemperaturedifferencebetween
thenoisediodeandthe50ohmterminationfor 1700minutes(28.33hours). Theaverage
brightnesstemperaturedifferencevariedlessthan .05C. TheAllan varianceusing
equation4 is shownin figure3. Themeasurednoiseappearsto becomposedof a
combinationof white andflicker noisefor integrationtimeswherer < 8000secondsand
a randomwalk trenddevelopsfor r > 8000seconds.Anothermeasurementwasmade
for morethan2400minutes(40 hours).Theresultsareshownin figures4 and5. Notice
themoredefinitive randomwalk componentfor r > 8000secondsfor this longer
measurement.

To verify thattherandomwalk componentof thenoiseis dueto thenoisediodeand
not thermalvariationof the test fixture, data was collected in the same manner with the

noise diode bias current off. Thus, only noise from the test fixture or uncorrected effects

of the cryoload should be measured. The brightness temperature and Allan variance data

are shown in figures 6 and 7 respectively. Since only white noise is present, these results

suggest that the noise output of the noise diode does include the random walk component.

Future testing will include an improved thermal control system for the noise diode and

will investigate the importance of thermal variation and bias current variations on the

diode stability.

Lastly, a direct measurement was made to determine the stability of the radiometer

itself. The noise diode fixture was removed and a precision thermal termination was

attached directly to the radiometer input. Since no switching was involved the data was

not subtracted or improved as earlier. The Allan variance is presented in figure 8. Figure

8 represents the measured system noise including white noise and apparently a residual

1/f noise component with a noise temperature on the order of 30 micro Kelvin which

begins to dominate the noise in the measurement for integration times in excess of 300

seconds. Without eliminating the variations in the measurements system as done earlier

with the noise diode switching at a 8 second rate (see figure 7) and subtracting the data

for the two switch positions, the measurement proved that the switching approach
eliminated the residual 1/f noise.

CONCLUSION

A radiometric measurement at 4.3 GHz utilizing the Allan variance was developed to

characterize the stability of noise diodes. The radiometric measurement system itself

was estimated to be stable to within 30 micro Kelvin using a precision thermal

termination. With noise diode data presented the noise processes in the measurement

that cause instabilities were identified and quantified. The noise diode investigated

appeared to have random walk noise. It appears that this measurement approach could be
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usefulin determiningthestability of variousradiometersubsystems.Futureefforts to
improvethe stabilityof themeasurementsystemwill bepursued.
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Noise Diode Brightness Temp Difference
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Allan Variance for Noise Diode
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Allan Variance for Noise Diode
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